
Art & Tradition
   in the heart of our workshops.



1953 1992 2010



Roger Allary founded the cooperage in 1953. He passed along his passion 
for the art of cooperage to his son Jacky.  They have worked together, father 
and son, for over 20 years. Roger retired in 1992 and at this time Jacky 
started managing the cooperage and successfully expanded their presence 
in export markets.

Since its creation, the company perpetuates the best of the French savoir-
faire: 

Art & Tradition

During the 1960’s, the cooperage supplied spirit barrels and tanks mainly 
to the Cognac region.
In the 1990’s, a diversification strategy was implemented with the 
production of barrels, foudres and upright tanks for wine.
The Allary cooperage exports to over 30 countries around the world and 
has about 30 employees.

ISO 22000:2005 certified since 2010
(Food safety management system)

Customer satisfaction and consistency by maintaining the highest level of 
quality and service are the cooperage’s core values. 

A PASSION FOR 
COOPERAGE SPANNING 

THREE GENERATIONS



The Allary cooperage uses only prime quality oak sourced mostly from ONF-managed 
forests (Office National des Forets, a public organization in charge of the management 
of French national forests). 

Jacky Allary selects and purchases all the oak for his cooperage.

The cooperage has long-standing relationships with a dozen suppliers (sawmills and 
stave companies).

THE QUALITY OF THE OAK IS
OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE

LIMOUSIN
REGION
OAK

TRONCAIS 
FOREST
OAK

AMERICAN 
OAK
FROM 
MISSOURI

CENTER OF FRANCE 
AND
VOSGES REGION
OAK

Highest quality
selection



Upon delivery, each stave is graded and then
re-stacked into different lots. The lots are identified 
and stored by category. Any defective stave is sent 
back to the supplier. 

For the best seasoning, the staves dry in open air for 
18 to 24 months. For better homogeneity, the pallets 
of staves are regularly turned and re-stacked. Some 
lots are watered, but most of the time, the region’s 
climate does the work and this aspect makes the 
barrels unique. 

Before manufacturing, the staves are stabilized to 
a humidity level of 15 to 17% in a heated drying 
facility.

Seasoning 



The cooperage’s employees have the highest level of training in order to acquire and develop 
technical skills.
The cooperage welcomes and inspires young apprentices in the art of cooperage. 

The coopers’ trade, a French “compagnonnage” (apprenticeship know-how), is listed as UNESCO 
World Heritage.

Woodworking consists in shortening, planning, 
jointing and shaping the stave, in order to perform 
the “mise en rose” (assembling). 
Assembling the “mise en rose” requires great skills.

There is art
in designing
each and
every unique
barrel

SAVOIR-FAIRE IN THE HEART
OF OUR wORKSHOPS

The AllAry cOOperAge hAS eArned
6 titles of "Meilleur ouvrier de france" 
(Top of Class MasTer Cooper).



Heating, bending and toasting are the three key 
steps. Coopers master the intensity of fire, the length 
and the temperature of the toast. The toast has to be 
steady, neat and exacting, a technique specific to the 
Allary cooperage.

Various toast levels are offered: 

Clients may choose the toast that best suits their wines 
or spirits and also may rely on the advice provided by 
the cooperage.

Mastering
the flame for
a customized toast
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Medium Long

Medium Plus
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The Allary cooperage offers a choice of oak barrels in various capacities, toast levels and 
finishes.
The Allary team is pleased to assist clients in making the right choice.

A BARREL FOR EACH wINE

225L
BORDELAISE 
FERRéE

225L
BORDELAISE 
CHâTEAU

225L
BORDEAUx 
TRANSPORT

600L
DEMI-MUID
BARREL

228L TO 500L
228L, 300L, 300L long, 350L, 400L, 450L 
& 500L

Choosing the 
right barrel

BORDELAISE CHâTEAU BORDELAISE FERRéE

400L BARREL

BORDEAUx TRANSPORT



From prestigious forests with 

ultra-tight grain oak, the

A l l A R y 
D I A M A N T 
barrel is recommended for aging 
wine for 12 months or more.

The 600l barrel
Demi-muid
The demi-muid barrel (a 600l capacity barrel) is recommended for fermentation and / or wine aging. 
For fermentation, optional stainless steel trap door and stand with rollers are available.

600L BARREL



The Allary cooperage designs and produces upright vats from 10hl to 350hl, as well as round 
and oval foudres from 10hl to 80hl, in medium grain French oak. 
Each large upright or foudre is custom made and perfectly adapted for both aging and blending.

The Allary master coopers are available to install our vats and foudres at our client’s wineries 
upon request or if the size of the project demands our expert installation.

THINKING BIG: FOUDRES 
AND UPRIGHT VATS

A prestigious
container 

ROUND AND OVAL FOUDRES
FROM 10hL TO 80hL
FOR wINES AND SPIRITS



Aging brandies

For a well-suited 
fermentation and aging

UPRIGHT wINE VATS
FROM 10hL TO 350hL
Height from 1.2 to 3.8 meters  

wINE VAT 20hL wINE VAT 20hL wINE VAT 50hL

VAT 10hL

VATS
FROM 10hL TO 350hL
FOR AGING BRANDIES
Height from 1.2 to 3.8 meters



Oak staves are seasoned outdoors in 
the wood park for years. Once the 
staves are prepared, they are assembled 
and toasted for a few hours.

The team of coopers makes sure every 
step of the production is synchronized.

The dimensions of the vats may be 
customized to fit the winery’s space.

Building vats:
The specifics



The Allary cooperage is always in touch with clients 
and their needs in order to offer new alternative 
products: chips, staves, mini-staves, and zig-zags. 

These alternatives are made of the same top quality 
oak that is used for barrels and vats. 

Each and every client receives customized advice for 
the best selection.

High quality
alternatives



Selection of the highest quality 
oak by Jacky Allary, manager of 
the cooperage.
Open-air park for seasoning 
located on the cooperage’s own 
property. 
ISO22000 Food Safety 
Management System.
Traceability, control and analysis 
of all oak selected for the Allary 
cooperage.
A renowned and exceptional 
know-how with six titles of Master 
Cooper "Meilleur Ouvrier de 
France".

Full mastery of all the steps in 
production.
Continuous quality control 
systems and traceability for each 
product.
Always trying to improve and 
conceive new products.
Respect for clients’ expectations 
and custom made products.
Continuous quality improvement.

the allary cooperage has both a national and international recognition
for the highest quality products and services.

THE 10 KEY QUALITY COMMITMENTS
OF THE ALLARY COOPERAGE

Over half a century has passed since the creation of this family business 
and strong values endure: the love for work well-done, the passion for a 
demanding job and strong relationships with clients. 
Quality is a main priority for the dedicated team of 30 employees. 
The cooperage also relies on their passionate and dynamic sales team and 
is proud to have many loyal clients. 

Commitment 
to Customer 
Satisfaction





29, route de Cognac - 17520 Archiac - France

T +33 (0)5 46 49 14 59 - F +33 (0)5 46 49 50 78

contact@tonnellerie-allary.com - www.tonnellerie-allary.com
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